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It was almost a year ago that we were first discussing the LDC (Literacy Design 

Collaborative) and its inclusion in CIITS.  Today we find the addition of MDC 

(Mathematics Design Collaborative) as another of the incredible resources available 

through CIITS. 
 

 MDC is an expansion of the program that brought us LDC, and it provides 

teachers with the tools they need to meet rigorous standards by engaging students in 

the learning of math.  It is a tool that helps teachers balance instruction and 

assessment, and it focuses on medium-cycle formative assessment within and 

between instructional units.  MDC provides formative assessment lessons and 

professional development assistance so that educators can focus on building student 

understanding of mathematics concepts by “working through problems, rather than 

memorizing formulas and plugging them into a page of workbook problems.” 
          

         Several state-approved Formative Assessment Lessons (FAL) have been loaded 

into CIITS as lesson plans.  As of today, there are 122 of these, with more being 

added as they are approved, and lessons are available for elementary, middle, and 

high school.  Sample topics include: Finding Areas of Circles, Classifying Equations of 

Parallel and Perpendicular Lines, Drawing to Scale:  A Garden,   Multi-Digit 

Multiplication Strategies, Place Value:  What Is the Value of the Place?, Representing 

Fractions on a Number Line, etc. 
  

There are some good sources of help in utilizing MDC in your school, and some 

of the best include: 

Recommended Reading: 

 “A Brief Guide for Teachers and Administrators” 

http://map.mathshell.org/guides/map_cc_teacher_guide.pdf 

Contacts: 

Renee’ Yates, Instructional Specialist, MDC State Support     

(renee.yates2@education.ky.gov) 

Krista Hall, KDE Mathematics  Consultant (krista.hall2@education.ky.gov) 

MDC Presentation, Resource, or Video:  

Access the link below and click on any of three sections provided.   

http://sites.google.com/a/pearson.com/ciitsprofessionallearning/ciits-initiatives 

The Resource provided here is a Quick Reference Card that quickly and easily guides 

you through the process of locating FALs in CIITS. 

Math Design Collaborative 

 KDE webpage: 

http://education.ky.gov/school/stratclsgap/instruction/Pages/Math-Design-

Collaborative-(MDC).aspx 

 Math Assessment Project webpage: 

http://map.mathshell.org 
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